
Dear Bill, 	 10/6/94 
Ipve hot responded to your last three letters because I've been rushing to get 

what I've written and corrected on another book in the event-the woman who is tx retyping 
it comes for more. this weekend. 

I'm sorry Norris wants to wait for the stereotypical approach of remembering the 
anniversary. That is a showbiz not a news orlegit. interest approach and one I'm 
certain was not taken with Posner. If she Would then use the to accredit some of the nuts. 
I'd olecline, as I have TV fairly often, because I do not want.to ktive them credibility. 
Bui thanks for th.: time and fort. She probably does not know many people who do not 
just love personal attention andtiacept it only to inform people. And not,misimform. 

I fear yourpolitical analysi is only too corr4ct. The-pnly politic were better 
as were all politics, despite < crookedness, before TV. 

Bah, that was not any real chicken content. t was a wing without the ding Of one. 
I found the libel and the other articles intersting and passed some along. 
I have no idea of how the two books are selling. I've not gotten any accounting 

and do not remember when any is due. 
I'm curious about the possibility of last-minute editing on the Posner reprint 

because I d hoard from lo sources that someone claiming closeness to Livingstone said he 
was helping Posn.er with nastiness about some of us. Livingstone_did help his lawyenlin 

ml the suit Groden brought. He has not responded on helping Posner, Pthich means no denial. - 
I hop': ypu do find more on those e;:otic planes but if you do not or if it takes too 

much -.:ork I can ma.1;_e out with what I've already written abobt them albeit sourceless 
Nothing really new. I wish drone had more time for his paper on the abuses f the 

 Indians. ire has developed much worthwhile info but with a heavy school load 	the 
time preparing it requires. I think it will in time make an importt book. 

Part of the rush on getting what I've written corrected cpmes'firi/the time taken by 

a747,01  

eaA-J:4L aldical capoinments and with dentists. Tt took two of them, one in microdentistry, 
to get a single root canal job done in severs visits @ about 61300 for the tooth that 
may not last long. And of the 	worangdays this week I'll ha had four_blood tests 
_ith tomorrows. I think it ti my inability to chew without the denture 	t reduced 00Pts-vs 
my Vitamin K intake and thi-g-the-34.tamia-IL.and my prothrombin times went crazy, in 
both dire;tions. As of yesterday itigig- km427-  barely over base, ofPwithalmost no anti-
coagulation. 

Ile are about as we have been, xBpe you are all OK. And that all the fishermen wnjoy 
the comin; fishing w/o any groundings or other problems. 

Best, 

/vt-v1-0 


